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Abstract
Session types are a formalism used to specify and check the correctness of communication based systems. Within their scope, they can guarantee the absence of communication errors such as deadlock, sending an unexpected message or failing to handle an incoming message. Introduced over two decades ago, they have developed into a significant theme in programming languages. In this paper we examine the beliefs that drive research into this area and make it popular. We look at the claims and motivation behind session types throughout the literature. We identify the hypotheses upon which session types have been designed and implemented, and attempt to clarify and formulate them in a more suitable manner for testing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming; D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features

Keywords Session types, hypotheses, empirical studies

1. Introduction
Session types are specifications of communication protocols, that describe the allowed sequences of messages together with the types of individual messages between participating entities. They guarantee properties such as privacy, communication safety and session fidelity. A well-typed program cannot send or receive a message of the wrong type.

In this paper we aim to identify beliefs held by the session type community about how session types affect software development. We then formulate some explicit hypotheses. This is done as a first step to test session type designs and implementations through empirical studies. One of the aims of the ABCD project [1], which this work is part of, is to empirically evaluate session type designs and implementations.

But first, let us take a closer look at what session types are.

Session types model structured communication between two (binary) or more (multiparty) entities. They are defined as a sequence of input and output operations, specifying the types of messages to be exchanged. Multiparty session types extend the original binary framework to model the interactions of more than two participants. The interaction between all entities is captured as a global type. This global type can then be projected into local types, that describe the interaction from the point of view of each participant. The local type can be used to check that the implementation conforms, either statically taking advantage of the compiler or dynamically using runtime monitoring.

The now classic multiparty example is the Two Buyer protocol [5], in which Buyer1 and Buyer2 want to purchase a book from a book seller (Seller), negotiating the cost between them. Buyer1 selects an item and asks the Seller for the price, which sends the price back. Buyer1 then quotes a contribution to Buyer2. If Buyer2 agrees on the purchase, the other two parties are informed. Otherwise, the protocol terminates. This example illustrates the basic constructs of session types, such as input, output, internal choice (select from one of the possible options on hand) and external choice (branch - the offering of a set of alternatives).

```
1 global protocol TwoBuyer (role Buyer1, role Buyer2, role Seller) {
2   price_request(String) from Buyer1 to Seller;
3   choice at Seller { 
4     price_response(int) from Seller to Buyer1;
5     quote(int) from Buyer1 to Buyer2;
6     choice at Buyer2 { 
7       agree(String) from Buyer2 to Buyer1, Seller;
8     } or { 
9       quit(String) from Buyer2 to Buyer1, Seller;
10     }
11   } or { 
12     outOfStock() from Seller to Buyer1, Buyer2;
13   }
14 }
```

Example 1. Two Buyer protocol

This example is written in Scribble, a protocol description language that describes how two or more participating entities should interact with each other [19].

One popular approach to applying session types to practice is extending existing languages to support static ses-
session typing. Some examples would be Session J [9], or Mungo [11], both extending Java. New languages have also been developed based on session types, such as SILL [18]. A majority of research has been done on static session typing, with the contribution often being to develop a type system that types more programs, or to develop a type system that guarantees stronger properties of programs. Examples of extending these to enable typing of more programs include introducing subtyping [4], and recent work on context-free session types [22]. Examples of guaranteeing stronger properties include type systems that guarantee progress or deadlock-freedom; multiparty session types, capturing dependencies between sessions. There is an underlying assumption that this is a good thing to do, based on the belief that static typechecking for data types is a good thing. However, this has at most anecdotal evidence, based on the idea that a good static type system enforced by the compiler will catch most bugs before the code can even be executed.

Another approach is dynamic monitoring of communication [15], based on applying session types more directly to existing languages. While more flexible, dynamic verification loses the benefits of static type checking such as compile-time error detection and IDE support.

The newest approach, hybrid session verification [8], combines features of the previous two. Behaviour, i.e. sending messages in the right order, is checked statically using the native type system, while linearity, i.e. using the channels correctly, is checked at runtime. Static typing for session types relies on an unrealistic assumption that the whole world is statically typed. So, it is natural to statically check a component, and add dynamic monitoring to ensure that it does not receive any incorrect inputs.

Since their appearance [6, 20, 7], session types have become a hot topic in programming languages, subject to a wide body of research into theoretical foundations, tools and techniques. They have proved popular, finding their way into various programming languages and tools. As of late there has been an emphasis on implementations, be that in existing languages: C [17], Erlang [5], Go [16], Java [11, 9], to name just a few, or in new languages: Scribble, Links [13], SILL. The session type community certainly believes it to be worthwhile to add session types to as many languages as possible.

In terms of software safety, we find out that session types can eliminate certain communication errors, such as communication mismatch or deadlock. There is an underlying assumption that session types are good because they support typechecking of communication, which should in turn improve software safety. Using session types to model a protocol “enables verification to ensure that the protocol can be implemented without resulting in unintended consequences, such as deadlocks” [19]. Equivalent statements about verification can be found in most papers under one form or another.

In terms of usability, there are various claims regarding the efficiency of the development process, the improvement in the number and type of errors the programmers will or will not make, and ease of understanding and working with the new construct. It is often claimed through the literature that session types, whatever the flavour, help one reason about the type and order of communication. On one hand, this can be interpreted as proving program correctness, on the other, as helping one to understand the protocol easier. Most likely it is a combination of both.

Other papers make claims about the effect session types will have on the code programmers will produce. Session types “allow programmers to organise programs as a combination of multiple flows of (possibly unbounded) reciprocal interactions in a simple and elegant way, subsuming the preceding communication primitives such as method invocation and rendez-vous” [7]. Session types allow for “a concise description of the continuous interactions among partners in a concurrent computation” [24].

On its website, our project—ABCD, an EPSRC programme grant—boldly summarises the views regarding the influence of session types. It claims that “Session types will play a crucial role in all aspects of software” [1]. It draws a parallel with the data type, claiming that session types will be for communication that the data type is for algorithms. It continues to explain how “architects, programmers, and software tools will all be aided by session types to reduce the cost of producing concurrent and distributed software, while increasing its reliability and efficiency”.

3. Hypotheses

With these claims in mind, some hypotheses regarding session types can now be formulated.

**Hypothesis 1.** Programming with session types can be understood and used efficiently by real world programmers. All papers extending various programming languages [17, 3] [11, 9, 13, 16] assume that this is the case. However, session types add another layer of complexity to programming. The user has to put in the effort of learning the new feature, and deal with any overheads associated with its use. For instance, linearity, a key concept in session types, is generally seen as difficult to grasp. Such overheads may have an effect on how
fast and how well a programmer can start using session type languages and tools with their systems.

**Hypothesis 2.** Programming with session types improves software reliability. Protocols specified with session types can be formally verified. This will result in software with less bugs and less likely to unexpectedly fail.

This is an implicit hypothesis, found throughout the literature that forms the very basis of session type research. It relies on the idea that well-typed programs never fail. In the case of static type systems, errors are caught at compile time, whereas the software is run. In contrast, in dynamic systems components are monitored to ensure that they do not receive any incorrect inputs. In either case, communication errors should be caught before the system is deployed.

While this hypothesis may seem obvious, just as programming with static type systems seems safer than with dynamic systems, there is little evidence to support it.

**Hypothesis 3.** Session types encourage programmers to structure their code better, thus making the code more readable and easier to understand.

Found in various papers starting with earlier works [7, 24], this hypothesis plays a big part in Scribble [19] and the Mungo/StMungo [11] tool chain. Furthermore, types can be viewed as a form of documentation, in this case giving the programmer additional information about the communication being modelled. A developer looking at a new piece of software for the first time, can look at the session type definition and quickly establish who the participants are, and what sort of data is being exchanged.

The next three hypotheses are closely related; however, since the concepts are different enough and the way one would go about testing these is not necessarily the same, we opted for expressing them separately.

**Hypothesis 4.** Session types promote modular programming, through the structure given to the implementation.

Subprotocols and polymorphism may encourage developers to organise code into modules following the structure of the session types. In the case of multiparty session types, projection corresponds to modular decomposition, having independent roles separated which may encourage programmers to have a more modular implementation. Tools such as Scribble [19], Mungo/StMungo [11] encourage the user to structure their code in accordance to protocol structure and according to the various entities at play in the protocol. This may affect the overall modularity of the system.

**Hypothesis 5.** Session types can help increase software maintainability.

The structure imposed on code promotes separation of concerns, having a clear distinction between the session types implementation and the rest of the program. This should make any changes easier to accommodate [17]. Moreover, through subtyping, components can safely be replaced. Subprotocols and multiparty session type projection could also be influencing factors in software maintainability.

This ties in closely with the previous hypotheses, each of them being influencing factors in software maintainability.

**Hypothesis 6.** Session typed languages provide useful additional diagnostic information that can make debugging faster and more precise.

The structure of the session type can be exploited both by programmers, and by tools to identify communication errors. In static systems such errors can be caught and reported by the compiler, while in dynamic systems the errors would be reported by the monitors at runtime. Error messages can be related to the type definition, helping the programmer quickly identify where the correction needs to be made.

**Hypothesis 7.** Programming with session types speeds up the development process.

The session types discipline can help developers design and implement their systems more efficiently. The formalism can help in modelling protocols and distributed scenarios. Session typed languages provide useful additional safeguards and diagnostic information that lead to a system with the expected behaviour with less effort.

Session types may also be useful for testing. They could be used as a guide in manually writing unit tests, or by a tool to automatically generate them.

**Hypothesis 8.** Programming with session types can lead to improved software efficiency.

Session types can be exploited to optimise concurrent and distributed software, or fine tune communication in the case of parallel systems [23, 14].

4. Next Steps and Conclusion

Starting from the above hypotheses the next steps are to conduct empirical studies of the effect and usefulness of session types on software development. Some, such as Hypothesis 8, would need more research and development into that particular area to generate artefacts to evaluate. For others, things are more straightforward. While for the most part there is no clear-cut way to do it, studies of the different language designs and implementations can be carried out. It is expected that various evaluation methodologies would need to be used, such as observations, interviews, or standardised questionnaires. Some relevant studies have been presented in [2], to compare the programming efficiency of a proposed language versus a mainstream one, in [12] to measure the effect of a new tool on programming tasks, or in [10] to gain understanding of the usage and adoption of a tool by deploying it among professional programmers for several weeks.

There are different approaches to adding session types to existing languages. In the case of Java, we have Session J [9], Mungo, and Hu and Yoshida’s API generation [8]. However, there has not been a comparison of the benefits of each approach for practical programming. Most papers on adding session types to programming languages focus on the language, not on the associated development environment or methodology. Hu’s API generation approach allows a stan-
dard Java IDE such as Eclipse to inform the programmer about protocol errors. There are additional ways in which an IDE could help programmers, for example by showing a transition diagram or the complete session type. These possibilities have not yet been fully investigated or compared.

While session types have been developed for some time now with industry input, a closer look at what exactly their effect is on software development is necessary. Otherwise there is the risk of developing something that may not be quite right or suitable for its purpose. An example of this can be seen in gradual typing, another very active area of research, which is now having its practicality called into question [21]. By identifying which designs and implementations help or hinder programmers, we can improve them to help developers use session type effectively. Our hope is that this will lead to session type designs, tools and implementations that are better suited for “real-world”, industrial software development.
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